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My research started from the privacy security issue in home automation. Throughout the history 
of human society with technology, we have to admit that the Internet of Things brings the 
extreme convenience to our lives, but we can’t deny that it also leads potentially security issue 
for our cyber world even to real world. From public environment to our private living context, 
from our intelligent device to our social networks, from physical surrounding to inner feeling, 
security and risks in internet of things coexist. I also considered a little bit about the social 
independency while people using their smart devices, from that I found people feel insecure not 
only when they are in unsafe or unfamiliar situation but also when they are out of using mobile 
devices or social networks. Meanwhile, people usually underestimate the risks in situations they 
do control, while overestimating them in situations they do not control. 

At first I thought privacy security stuff is just a social psychology issue, until I saw a TED talk 
given by Bruce Schneier, which is talking about security reconceptualization. In this lecture, 
Schneier cites that security is a feeling, a reality, even a trade-off decision when people believe 
it’s worthy to purchase. That means, security exists in our feelings, our living context and the 
very moment we get through.  

But interestingly, no one can insist that the absolute security in cyber world exists. Unless you 
can endure totally isolated from the cyber world, even the real world, also you’d better not have 
Claustrophobia. 

So, in what situation people feel relatively secured? As we can see, the straightforward approach 
is keeping an eye on everything. No matter where the eye comes from, even the eyes are real or 
via some kind of media, people feel the power of control things so that they feel relatively 
secured. That’s why people would prefer set a security cam by themselves instead of being 
possibly monitored by someone they don’t know - the common instance is that, most of us would 
hide the cam on laptop in case of being peeking by someone. In addition, from a psychological 
perspective, I got a common opinion from interview participants that people have a tendency that 
they could take pictures of others without hesitation, but they are reluctant to be taken photos by 
someone else without notification. It seems like this phenomenon could act a proof that people 
feel secured only if they possess the control. 

So how about people already know in some certain places, there are some cams existing? Except 
for the functional impact, people are more willing to accept some pleasant designs. When the 
function and quality have met people's needs, the request in the next stage is to pursue a better 
product appearance. That’s why more and more cams for home security are designed to be 
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organic, even abandon their original appearance, just to be harmony with the whole indoor 
context. 

The initial goal for designing MW camera is not only to let people decide the security settings, 
but also to educate them not to put themselves all whole time in front of the monitor.  
Maybe people can see their own real-time home situation via cam when they are absent, but 
people should not think that is a complete security. At the same time, excessive surveillance is 
not necessarily true security, sometimes getting rid of the monitor stuff may make your heart also 
feel calm and safe. 

Last but not the least, we try to achieve convenience with internet technology in our life, but in 
that way we have to pay the cost to exchange it. That is security. The more convenience that IoT 
brings to us, the more potential we are exposed to security issue. What we try to control, what we 
try to monitor, what we try to hide, don’t forget it, if you are watching someone something, there 
is still someone watching you. 


